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30680000: Advanced Diesel Gas Analyser 

User Instruction Guide 
 

 
 
The Sykes-Pickavant 30680000 is an analyser used to determine the different 
gas concentrations contained within the exhaust pipe emissions of all Diesel 
engines, alternatively Petrol and LPG engine gas reading can also be read 
with the 30680000 by selecting these options in the machine controls. 
 
UK developed to prevent the harmful elements from Diesel engine exhaust 
emissions reaching and affecting the analyser’s delicate internal gas 
measurement system; this achieves consistent analyser operation when 
sampling even the dirtiest of Diesel exhaust emissions.  
 
The 30680000 displays the 5 key gases that all internal combustion engines 
which run on carbon based fuels emit - ‘NOx, HC, O2, CO and CO2’, and 
shows them together in real time; it can print off results and even connect to 
a PC to save results.  
 
The 30680000 analyser is suitable for use in both emission monitoring during 
regular or mandatory inspection, and for diagnostic use on vehicles as part 
of maintenance and repair procedures.  
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30680000 Operating ranges: 

 
 
 
30680000 Specifications: 

 Analyser gas intake of measurement gases, 4 litres per minute 

 Automatic pump flow control 

 Automatic ambient pressure compensation from 850 to 1050mB 

 Automatic Auto-zero of gas analyser 

 Semi-automatic leak test – requires manual blocking of gas inlet port 

 Response time below 15 seconds for CO, CO2 & HC 

 Continuous automatic drainage of condensation 

 6 LCD backlit display screens for information readout 

 Integrated thermal printer 

 12 Volt operation via a DC supply between 11 and 15 volts 

 With 230 Volt mains power transformer, & 12 Volt power leads 

 Maximum power requirement of 3 Amps whilst printing 

 Gas bench heating of upto 10°C per minute 

 Operational temperature range between 5 and 40°C 

 Operational humidity range between 10 and 95% 

 Storage temperature range between -20 and 60°C 

 Dimensions 435 x 190 x 295mm 

 Analyser weight 5 KG 

 Sampling probe with replaceable end particulate filter  
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Front view: 

 
 

 1) Thermal printer   2) Control panel  3) LCD screens 
 
 
Control panel layout: 
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Rear-view: 
 

 
 
 
Number Description 

1 Optional Oil temperature probe inlet 

2 Optional Engine RPM sensor input 
3 RS-232 Serial communication port 

4 USB Slave communication port 
5 RS-485 communication port  

6 12 Volt power supply 
7 Pneumatic pipework zone 

8 Analyser production and operational information sticker 
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Overview of pneumatic zone connections 
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Before use: 
 
The 30680000 analyser will leave Sykes-Pickavant set for 12 months of 
operation, beyond this operational period on machine start-up the LCD 
screens will advise it has exceeded its calibration date, and will then need a 
service and calibration for another 12 months of operation. 
 
Perform a visual inspection of the analyser and the exhaust sampling 
probe/hose for any visual signs of damage, do not use if any is found – 
ensure it is repaired and in good condition before proceeding to use the 
machine. Also inspect the filters and the filter housings on the rear of the 
analyser, ensure to replace any blocked or dirty filters before use.  
 
Identify an area suitable for use, this being a well-lit, clear and ventilated flat 
area that is protected from the effects of prevailing weather; and that allows 
good access to the rear of the vehicle to be analysed. If a trolley, support or 
workbench is selected for use, ensure it is capable of adequately supporting 
the analyser during use. 
 
Check over the vehicle to be tested before using the analyser, to ensure all 
the fluid levels are correct, there are no obvious faults or displayed trouble 
codes (dtc’s), and that the vehicle is in a decent condition; fix any found 
faults before proceeding to use the 30680000 on the vehicle. Park the 
vehicle on level ground and apply the parking brake prior to testing, or chock 
the wheels to prevent any unintentional movement. 
 
Run the vehicle ahead of using the analyser to get the engine up to normal 
operating temperature; do not attempt to measure the emission readings of 
a cold engine as the measured values will not be representable.  
 
Diesel engines are fitted into a wide range of vehicles and plant equipment, 
if testing these applications, be sure to observe all safety requirements 
relating to the vehicle/equipment to be tested; including all safety guards to 
protect the technician from moving components and machinery.  
 
If in any doubt; refer to the operator manual for the vehicle/equipment to 
ensure safe operation before undertaking any testing on its engine. 
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All internal combustion engines that run on a carbon based fuel system 
(Petrol, LPG, CNG or Diesel) may produce some potentially harmful exhaust 
gas emissions, observe best practice relating to working around them; in 
particular… 
 
Diesel engines:  
Pay attention for CO2, NOx and HC. 
CO2 clear and odourless Carbon Dioxide is one of the key greenhouse gases, 
that is directly linked to climate change; hence the need to monitor and 
control it, healthy engines emit less than ones with issues.  
NOx or Nitrogen Oxides are a family of poisonous and volatile gases that are 
emitted when Diesel fuel is burnt at high temperatures and should be 
considered toxic. 
HC or Hydro Carbons is fine soot or particulate matter (unburnt fuel) which 
in the worst cases may be often visible from a diesel engine at cold start or 
heavy load, it is worse on engines in a poor condition; and is linked to 
respiratory problems and asthma. 
 
Diesel engines when running will may produce a varying (sometimes 
significant) amount of CO2, NOx and HC - dependant on the specific industry 
application and age of vehicle / equipment, these engines may have some 
form of extra treatment system present to reduce some of these gases, 
however take care as these gases are unseen and harmful.  
 
Petrol Engines, LPG & CNG: 
Pay attention to Carbon Monoxide CO and Carbon Dioxide CO2, CO is 
colourless, tasteless and odourless – but highly toxic and being heavier than 
air it can concentrate in workshop inspection pits; it has a serious effect on 
the bloodstream by restricting the ability to process and pass oxygen to the 
body, organs and the brain – thereby progressively poisoning them. 
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HOW TO USE THE 30680000 ANALYSER 
 
 

In order to start the gas analyser, press the start  button for a second, and to turn it off, keep 
the button pressed for at least 3 seconds, and then release it.  
 
 

1.1 GENERAL RULES TO USE THE MENU  

 
 Description of menus: all menus contain 

- a code (1) that univocally identifies the menu itself; 
- the type of application (2) in execution: MENU for the main application, GAS for 

the gas analysis application, or SMOKE for the smoke analysis application; 

 Menu messages: messages that appear in the different menus scroll along the display so 
as to be completely visualised.  

 Browsing the menus: in order to browse the menus, use the arrows  and ; 

press the  button to enter the menu, and  to go back to the previous menu 

 Writing text strings: in order to write text strings, such as Examiner or Plate, use the 

arrows  to make the available characters scroll, and use  and  to go to the 

text strings; press  to confirm and  to exit. 

 Confirmation of data: in order to confirm data, press the  button, and, to annul 

their insertion press .  

 Messages read receipt: press the  button to carry on, after reading a message; 
e.g. “DATA SAVED” 

1 2 

3 
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 Reserved areas available through password: it is possible to access some menus by 
entering a password, since these are exclusively reserved to the reseller (password “D”), 
by the authorised technical service (password “S”) and by the manufacturer (password 
“M”). 

 

1.2 MENU STRUCTURE 
The device’s software is structured with a main menu, from which it is possible to: 

 launch the GAS application to use the device as a gas analyser; 

 launch the SMOKE application to use the device as a viewer in case of the eventual 
connection of a smokemeter (optional) to the omnibus socket.  

 configure the device’s data, such as language, time, and information on the garage. 

 access to a functional test of the hardware peripherals such as printer, display, keyboard 
and fan. 

In default, when the device is started, there is immediate access to the analyser’s menu (GAS 

application); to go to the main menu, it shall be necessary to press the button from the GAS 
or SMOKE applications.  
 
 

1.2.1 MAIN MENU STRUCTURE 

 
01) GAS ANALYSER 
01A) DIESEL GAS ANALYSER 
02) SMOKEMETER (If present) 
03) SETUP 
 0301) TIME 
 0302) GARAGE 
 0303) LAST ACCESS 
 0304) LANGUAGE 
 0305) TEST HARDWARE 
  3001) KEYBOARD 
  3002) DISPLAY 
  3003) BUZZER 
  3004) PRINTER 
  3005) FAN 
 

Menu with a reserved access through a password for the reseller (type D): 
 0306) PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE (Password “D”) 
 

Menu with a reserved access through a password for the authorised Technical Service (type S): 
 0307) DATE AND TIME (Password “S”) 
 0308) PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE (Password “S”) 
 0309) ERASE SOFTWARE (Password “S”) 
 

Menu with a reserved access through a password for the manufacturer (type M): 
 0310) MODEL (Password “M”) 
 

Note: when started, the application goes straight to the GAS menu. 
 
 

1.2.2 GAS MENU STRUCTURE 

At its start, the GAS menu opens up in this way: 
01) MEASUREMENT 
 0101) FUEL  
 0102) STROKES 
 0103) CYL 
01A) DEISEL GAS TESTING 
 01) CONTINUOUS TEST 
 02) COMPARITIVE TEST 
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02) EMISSION TEST (if present) 
06) CONTROLS 
 0601) CALIBRATION DATE 
 0602) RPM / OIL INDICATOR 
 0603) HC RESIDUE TEST 
 0604) LEAK TEST 
 0605) AUTOZERO 
 0606) OXYGEN SENSOR 
 0607) ANALYSER STATUS 
 0608) ANALYSER ERROR 
 0609) ANALYSER VERSION 
 

Menu with a reserved access through a password for the authorised Technical Service (type S): 
07) SERVICE (Password “S”) 
 0701) SERIAL NUMBER   
 0702) OFFICIAL CALIBRATION 
 0703) SETTINGS  
  7001) OIL TEMP. 
  7002) AMB. PRESSURE 
  7003) VACUUM PRESSURE 
  7004) CHAMBER SUP 
  7005) NOx SENSOR 
 0704) NOx SENSOR  
 0705) ANALOG STATUS 
 0706) SET ID MID 
 

Menu with a reserved access through a password for the manufacturer (type M): 
08) RESTRICTED AREA (Password “M”) 
 0801) RESET SETTINGS 
 0802) ELECTRICAL LIMITS 
 0803) CALIBRATION DATA MANAGEMENT 
 0804) RUN-IN 
 0805) STAND-BY TIMEOUT 
 0806) LEAK LIMIT 

 

1.2.3 SMOKE MENU STRUCTURE 

Not implemented yet.  
 

1.3 MAIN MENU  
From the GAS or SMOKE menu, it shall be possible to access the main menu by pressing the 

 button: 

 
 
 

By pressing the  and arrows it is then possible to select the analysers’ submenus: 
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01) GAS ANALYSER to use the device as a gas analyser; for Petrol, LPG & CNG only 
01A)   DIESEL GAS ANALYSER to use the device as a Diesel gas analyser 
02) SMOKEMETER (If present) to use the device as a viewer for the smokemeter 

connected to the omnibus socket. 
03) SETUP for the configurations of the device such as language, garage’s data, time, etc. 

By pressing  it is possible to enter the sub menu, and by pressing it is possible to exit 
the submenus and go back to the main menu.  
 
 

1.3.1 DEVICE’S CONFIGURATION 

 

By pressing the  and arrows, it shall be possible to select the submenus: 
0301) TIME to set the clock 
0302) GARAGE to configure information of the garage; this data will be shown on the print-out. 
0303) LAST ACCESS to view the last time the Area reserved to the Technical Service and the 
manufactures was accessed. 
0304) LANGUAGE to configure the language in the device 
0305) TEST HARDWARE to perform a functional test of the following hardware components of the 

device: 
 
 3001) KEYBOARD 
 3002) DISPLAY 
 3003) BUZZER 
 3004) PRINTER 
 3005) FAN 

By pressing  it is possible to enter the submenus, and by pressing , to exit the 
submenu and go back to the setup menu.  
 

1.3.1.1 TIME CONFIGURATIONS 

 
Data displayed in the first line is pre-set by the manufacturer and it may be modified only by the 
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authorised Technical Service. In this menu, it is possible to change the preset time by adjusting the 

hour (display O2), minutes (display λ / NOX) and the seconds (display RPM / °C). Press  and 

to change the time at the digit selected; press  and  to scroll from one digit to 

another. To confirm the time on any display, and to go to the subsequent display, press : by 

pressing  on the minutes display, data will be saved.  
 
 

 

Press  to go back to the previous menu. 
 

1.3.1.2 CONFIGURATIONS OF THE GARAGE’S DATA 

 
 
In this menu, it is then possible to configure the garage’s data: this data will be shown on the print-
out containing the most recent exhaust gas measurement performed by the analyser. 
For the garage’s data, there is room for 6 lines of 24 characters; on the CO display there is 
indication of the line number.  

Press the  and arrows to change characters; press  and  to move from one 

digit to another; press  to save the contents of the line and to go to the next one; press 

 to exit the menu without saving the changes. 
 

At the end, only when all of the 6 lines have been confirmed by pressing , and thus saving 

the garage’s data, press  to exit the menu. 
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1.3.1.3 VISUALIZATION OF THE LAST ACCESS TO THE RESERVED AREA 

 
This menu serves to visualise the last access to the reserved area: when started, the last access to 

the reserved area by the manufacturer (M) is visualised; by pressing , it will be viewed the 
access to the area reserved to the Technical Service (S). 
 
 
 

 

Press  to exit the menu. 
 

1.3.1.4 LANGUAGE CONFIGURATIONS 

 

From this menu, it is possible to configure the language of the device: press the  and 

arrows to select the language. 
There are two possible choices: 
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ENGLISH:  configured by default 
LOCAL:        language with which the device has been programmed by the reseller. 

Press  to save the configurations. 

 

Press  to exit the menu. 
 

1.3.1.5 HARDWARE TEST 

In this menu, it is possible to perform a functional test of the following hardware peripherals by 

scrolling the submenus with the  and arrows: 
 
 
KEYBOARD 

 
 

From this menu, press  to perform the keyboard test: pressing the buttons, on the O2 
display there shall appear the description of the button pressed; as a last button to test, press 

 which, if working, will exit the submenus.  
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DISPLAY 

 
 

From this menu, by pressing , all pixels of all the displays will turn on: verify that there are 

no burned pixels. Press  to exit the menu. 
 
 
BUZZER 

 
 

From this menu, by pressing  the buzzer will activate and start buzzing with an 

intermittence of about 1 second. Press  to exit the menu. 
 
 
PRINTER 
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From this menu, by pressing  a ticket will be printed to test the printer. 
 
FAN 

 
 

From this menu, by pressing  the procedure to test the fan shall start: press  and 

 to vary the fan’s speed from 0 to 50% and to 100%. Press  to exit the menu.  
 
 
 
 
 

1.4 GAS MENU  

 
 
When starting it, the device will display the GAS menu. 

By pressing  and it may be possible select the submenus:  
 
01) MEASUREMENT to perform free measurements (unofficial) of the tested vehicles’ exhaust 

gases. 
02) EMISSION TEST (if present) to carry out measurements according to the official test and 
country regulations. 
06) CONTROLS to configure the type of revolution counter and to perform certain functional 

controls of the device or the functioning state of the device. 

By pressing  it is possible to enter the submenus and by pressing  to exit the 
submenus to go back to the GAS menu.  
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1.4.1 FREE MEASUREMENT 

From this menu it is possible to perform free measurements (unofficial) of the tested vehicles’ 
exhaust gases. 
Every calendar day, the LEAK TEST will be requested; this is a single event each day. 
 

   
 
For Diesel testing the probe cannot be effectively blocked, so it is sufficient to just remove the pipe 
from the rear of the analyser and block the inlet pipe with a damp finger in place of probe blocking. 
 
 
 
 

Petrol probe test only 
 
Close the pneumatic circuit of the analyser by inserting the tip of the gas sample probe into the 

proper hole present on the handle (as indicated in the figure) and press . At the end of the 
test, if the leak test has been successful, the programme shall proceed with the Autozero; 
otherwise, an error message will be displayed. 
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The analyser has 2 options available:  
Use up and down buttons on analyser front panel to choose which mode to then work in… 
  
1) 01 Gas Analyser – for all Petrol, LPG & GNG exhaust gas measurements 
2) 01A Diesel Gas Analyser – for all Diesel exhaust gas measurements 
1)      2)       

     
 
When in 01A Diesel mode, there are the following options… 
 
1) Continuous Test – to allow measurement of the exhaust gases presented to the analyser. 
This is used for instant and standalone Diesel exhaust gas measurement   
2) Comparative Test – 2 samples are taken and the differences in measured gas value are shown 
 
Continuous Test: 
 

  
 
 
Press the enter button to begin the gas sampling, a message will be shown to ensure the Diesel 
sampling probe only is used for this procedure – do not under any circumstance use a Petrol 
sampling probe when testing a Diesel engine’s gases; as this will damage the analysers internal 
gas bench. Any such damage will not be covered by Sykes-Pickavant warranty. 
 
 
To print at any point during the test press the print button once, this takes a snapshot of the 
readings, then pressing the print button again to enter tester and vehicle details (using the up/down 
& left/right buttons) before the data is printed out. 
 
 
The continuous test sampling will continue to run until the ESC button is pressed to stop it. 
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Comparative Test:  
 

 
 
Press enter to then run a sample (Option 0201), when a steady result is observed press the enter 
button to save the data, and then repeat the process for sample 2 (Option 0202). After both sample 
tests are complete press the enter button to observe the value differences (Option 0203) and also 
print off the results as a report.  
 

  
 
This option is very useful to show the differences that a specific repair or service action can have 
on the exhaust emissions – example replacing worn out fuel injectors with new units.  
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Reading of gases may be performed only at the end of the analyser warming up stage and after 
the AUTOZERO and HC TEST RESIDUES: 
 
 

 

Remove the gas sample probe from the vehicle’s silencer and press ; if the HC test is 
successful, the programme shall proceed with the measurement of the vehicle’s exhaust gas; 
otherwise, an error message will be displayed. 
 
 

 
 
From the free measurement menu, the following parameters are visualised:  

 GAS VALUES: CO, CO2, HC, O2, NOX (NOx Always present for Diesel gas sampling) 

 LAMBDA factor value (for Petrol, LPG & CNG sampling only) 

 Engine oil temperature  (Optional using extra components) 

 Engine revolutions (Optional using extra components) 
 
Following, there is a list of the functions of the buttons that may be used in this menu: 
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 to change the visualisation of measurement from Engine Revolutions (default) to Engine 
Oil Temperature 

 

 to change the visualisation of measurement from LAMBDA to NOx (non-Diesel samples) 

 to immediately print the values visualised 
 

 to perform an Autozero of the analyser 

 to enter the submenus Fuel/Strokes/Cylinders  
 

1.4.1.1 FUEL SELECTION (Only for Petrol / LPG & CNG selection options) 

 
 
 
 

From the free measurement menu press  and select the type of fuel using  and ; 

press  to confirm and go to the subsequent sub menu. 
 
 
 

1.4.1.2 NUMBER OF STROKES  

 
 

From the free measurement menu press  and select the number of engine strokes using 

 and ; press  to confirm and go to the subsequent submenu. 
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1.4.1.3 NUMBER OF CYLINDERS  

 
 

From the free measurement menu press  and select the number of engine cylinders using 

 and , and press  to confirm and go to the reading menu of the gas values.  
 
 
 

1.4.2 OFFICIAL TEST 

 
 

From the GAS menu select the “02” menu using the and buttons and press  to 
have access to the official test. 
The official test may vary from country to country; therefore, regulations from one’s own country 
must be followed. 
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1.4.3 CONTROLS MENU  

 
 

From the GAS menu select the “06” menu with the  and  arrows and press . 
The CONTROLS menu enables the configuration of the type of revolution counter and the control 
of the functioning state of the device by performing several checks. 
 

By pressing  and , the following submenus may be selected: 
 
0601) CALIBRATION DATE to verify the calibration date of the gas analyser 
0602) RPM / OIL INDICATOR to configure the type of revolution counter 
0603) HC RESIDUE TEST to perform a test of the HC residues 
0604) LEAK TEST to perform a leak test of the pneumatic circuit 
0605) AUTOZERO to perform an Autozero of the gas analyser 
0606) OXYGEN SENSOR to verify the oxygen sensor efficiency 
0607) ANALYSER STATUS to verify the state of the gas analyser 
0608) ANALYSER ERROR to verify the presence of eventual memory errors 
0609) ANALYSER VERSION to verify the software version of the gas analyser 
0610) P.E.F. to view the dynamic value of P.E.F. for every HC concentration in propane.   

By pressing  it is possible to enter the submenus and by pressing  to exit the 
CONTROLS menu. 
 

1.4.3.1 VERIFICATION OF THE CALIBRATION EXPIRY DATE 

 
This menu is used to visualise the calibration date of the analyser. 

By pressing  the calibration expiry date will be visualised, after which, the analyser must be 
calibrated again by the authorised Technical Service. 
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Press  again, to exit the sub menu and to go back to the CONTROLS menu. 
 
 

1.4.3.2 REVOLUTION COUNTER CONFIGURATION  

 
From this menu, it shall be possible to configure the type of revolution counter to use with the 
analyser. 

There are 4 available types, and they may be scrolled using the  and arrows:  
RADIO:  configure the external revolution counter with a radio transmission of 

revolutions; in this case, revolutions are detected by an MGT-300/R 
(optional) 

 
IND. CLAMP:  configure the internal revolution counter; in this case revolutions may be 

detected through an induction clamp connected to an RPM socket.  
 
CAP. CLAMP:  configure the internal revolution counter; in this case, revolutions may be 

detected through a capacity clamp connected to the RPM socket. 
 
SERIAL:  configure the external revolution counter with data transmission via serial 

cable; in this case, revolutions are detected by an MGT-300 (optional) 
 
 

After selecting the type of revolution counter, press  to save the configurations: 
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Press again to exit the sub menu and to go back to the previous menu. 
 

1.4.3.3 HC RESIDUES MENU 

 
This menu is used to visualise cleanliness of the pneumatic circuit of the gas analyser. 
If the HC value is over 20 ppm Vol., the test will have failed and an error message will appear on 
screen. 
In case of failure of the test, it will be possible to repeat it so as to purge pipes and filters of the 
analyser’s pneumatic circuit; if, even after the repetition of the test, this should fail again, then it 
shall be necessary to replace the filters and adequately clean pipes and the gas sample probe.  
 
 
 

1.4.3.4 LEAK TEST OF THE PNEUMATIC CIRCUIT 

This menu is to verify whether within the gas analyser’s pneumatic circuit there are any leakages: 
eventual leakages may in fact false the analyser’s measurement.  
For Diesel probe - refer to Diesel leak test procedure as per page 17 of these instructions 
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Close the analyser’s pneumatic circuit by inserting the tip of the gas sample probe into the proper 

hole on the handle (as shown in the figure), and press . At the end of the test, if the leak test 
is successful, the following message shall be visualised: 

 

Press  to continue to exit the submenu.  
 
 

 
In case an error message was displayed, check the pneumatic circuit by repeating the test and 
closing the circuit directly from the gas inlet so as to exclude the probe; in case of further failure of 
the test, consult the authorised Technical Service.  
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1.4.3.5 AUTOZERO 

 
From this menu, the analyser makes clean air flow (through the active carbons filter) into the 
internal measurement chamber and performs a calibration of the concentration of CO CO2 HC 
gases to zero and to the 20.80 % Vol. of the O2 value. The active carbons filter is used to purify air 
from dust and from unburned hydrocarbons present in the ambient air: under optimum conditions 
of use of the device, replacement of such a filter must be performed once a year. 
During free measurement or during the official test, the autozero is automatically carried out by the 
software.  
 

1.4.3.6 OXYGEN SENSOR EFFICIENCY CONTROL 

 
This menu is used to visualise the outgoing voltage in mV of the oxygen sensor: 

 If measurement is compressed between 7 mV and 13 mV, the sensor is to be considered 
efficient. 

 If measurement is below 7 mV and above 13 mV, the sensor is wearing out but, as an 
exception, it may still be used.  

 If measurement is below 5 mV, the sensor is to be considered worn out and must be 
replaced. 

 

1.4.3.7 ANALYSER STATE CONTROL 
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In this menu, all of the analyser’s possible states are visualised. 
In the first line, there is the description of the state; O2 displays the acronym that identifies the state 
(STXX, where XX is a progressive number); RPM/°C displays the state: active (ON) or deactivated 
(OFF). 
 

With the  and arrows, it shall be possible to scroll all of the available states.  
 

1.4.3.8 ANALYSER'S ERRORS CONTROL 

 
In this menu, all of the analyser’s possible errors together with their state are visualised.  
In the first line, there is the description of the error; O2 displays the acronym that identifies the error 
(ERXX, where XX is a progressive number); RPM/°C displays the state: active (ON) or deactivated 
(OFF). 
 

With the  and arrows, it shall be possible to scroll all of the available errors.  
 
 
 
 

1.4.3.9 GAS ANALYSER SOFTWARE VERSION 

 
In this menu, it shall be possible to verify the software version (display O2) installed and the 
checksum (display RPM /°C) of the gas analyser’s 
 
 
 
Note: both the software version and the checksum are merely indicative and do not correspond to the version installed in 
your gas analyser. 
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1.4.3.10 DYNAMIC VALUE OF P.E.F. 

 
From this menu, it shall be possible to view the P.E.F. value of the analyser’s measurement 
chamber, for every HC concentration configured. 

Press  to enter the configuration submenu. 
 
 

 
Set the value of HC (ppmvol) in propane visualized on the O2 display: 

 Press  and  to change the numeric value of every digit 
 

 Press  and to go from one digit to another; the value configured is displayed. 
 

 Press  to update the P.E.F. value visualized in the O2 display referred to the new 
HC value.  
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USE OF THE ANALYSER WITH SOFTWARE INSTALLED ON THE PC  
This gas analyser may also be used with a PC in which the proper software SW-800 application 
has been installed.  
The updated software must be downloaded from the Web site: at the main page, select the 
installation language by clicking on the corresponding flag. 
 

     
 
Install the software on the PC by clicking “omniBUS-800” and follow the video instructions. 
 

 
Once the software has been installed, it shall be necessary configure, among others, the serial 
port, and the garage’s data. 
 
These configurations must be performed in the “Pitcher” software application: refer to the on-line 

guide by clicking . 
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The software programme for the analysis of exhaust gases is launched by clicking “F1” at the 

Pitcher application: to use the software, refer to the on-line guide by clicking . 
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30680000 MAINTENANCE 

 

Before carrying out any maintenance operation, make sure the appliance is 
disconnected from the mains socket. 
 

 

 

In case of appliance malfunction (i.e. the mains switch does not light on when put to 
the “I” position), perform the necessary check and, if it is the case, replace the mains 
fuses. 

 

 

In case the appliance stops functioning (there is no serial communication through the 
RS-232 or USB ports), exit and then access again from the communication software or 
from the Suite Sw-800. 

 

1.5 LEAK TEST 
The Leak Test is used to check that there are no air leaks, either inside the analyser or externally 
in the analyser’s connected pneumatic circuit: to perform the test see page 17. 
 
 
 

1.6 HC RESIDUES TEST 
The HC RESIDUES test is used to verify whether the analyser’s pneumatic circuit is filthy with 
hydrocarbons: the software will consider the pneumatic circuit filthy when the HC value is above 20 
ppm Vol. at air intake.  
In this case, it may be possible to repeat the test so as to aspirate clean air, thus purging the 
probe’s pipes and filters; but, if the repetition was not successful, then it would be necessary to 
replace the filters and to adequately clean pipes and the sample probe.  
To perform the test see paragraph. 
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1.7 CLEANING OF THE FILTERING SYSTEM 
The function of filters mounted on the instrument is very important, since they protect the internal 
delicate devices from filth coming from the outside; therefore, it is essential to pay careful attention 
to cleanliness. 
Inside the container there are two types of filters: 

 Coalescent (2) that must be replaced when the tool fails the HC RESIDUES test, or at 
least once a year. 

 Net (4) that must be washed at least once a month and replaced if deteriorated. 
 
 

 
In order to remove filters, clockwise unscrew the container (1) and remove the coalescent filter (2) 
by lifting it. 
Lift the support by strongly pulling (3) and remove the net filter (4) either to replace it or to wash it 
with water and soap.  
To mount the filters, insert the net filter (4) making sure there is a perfect fit, then insert the support 
(3) making pressure on it (eventually, it may be possible to apply some grease or Vaseline on the 
OR gasket). Insert the coalescent filter (2) on the support (3) and close the container by turning it 
clockwise, while exerting some pressure. 

3 
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1.8 ACTIVE CARBONS FILTER REPLACEMENT  

 
 
The filter (1) is used to purify the air used during the autozero from filth and unburned 
hydrocarbons present in the ambient. 
Under optimum conditions of use of the device, replacement of such a filter should be performed 
once a year. 
To replace it, it should be enough to remove it from the analyser’s pneumatic circuit and reinsert 
the new filter, in the same way as shown in the figure. 
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1.9 SENSOR O2  REPLACEMENT 

 
 
Sensor O2 (1) is an electrochemical cell that generates voltage (m Volts) proportional to the oxygen 
concentration present in the gas that runs through it. The sensor’s efficiency, as with any other 
battery, is a property that may wear out with use and with the passing of time.   
In the following table, voltage values are indicated according to the sensor’s state: 
 

VOLTAGE AT THE SENSOR’S ENDS  STATE OF THE SENSOR 
7 ÷ 13,5 m VDC EFFICIENT 

5 ÷ 7 m VDC ABOUT TO WEAR OUT 

< 5 m VDC WORN OUT 

Before performing any measurements, the software automatically verifies the oxygen sensor’s 
efficiency and points out when it is about to wear out, or when it is no longer usable (the oxygen 
sensor’s efficiency may be controlled at any time). 
N.B.: replace the worn out sensor with only fully efficient sensors 
When requested by the software, replace the O2 sensor in the following way: 

1. Remove the worn out O2 sensor by unscrewing it clockwise; 
2. Remove the new O2 sensor’s protection cap; 
3. Screw the new O2 sensor clockwise and connect the cable (2) of the instrument. 
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PERIODIC CONTROL OF THE ANALYSER 
 
Calibration expiry date may be checked at any time through the software:  
 
It is compulsory that the device be checked at least once a year and not later than 12 months after 
the previous test. 
Such operations are official, and therefore, all procedures described by regulations within one’s 
own Country must be respected. 
Periodic tests must be performed by personnel specialised and authorised by the manufacturer. 
Thirty days before the expiration date the following message begins to be showed. In the gas 
analyser panel the number of days to expire will be displayed: 

 
 
Once calibration has expired, the software inhibits the printer and the gas analyser may be used 
only for unofficial measurements: every measurement beginning the following message will be 
showed: 
 

. 
For this reason, it is recommended to always to comply with the tests set. 

 


